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Abstract: 

Background: 

Recently, smart devices have been employed for medical purposes, specifically to check for atrial fibrillation 

(AF), assess pulses and prevent stroke in patient with CVD. There is currently a paucity of information about 

how well these devices work diagnostically. 

Methodology: 

The current research conducted a literature search of articles that had been published between the years of 

2012 and 2022 in PubMed, Medline, the Cochrane Library, the Web of Science, and other sources (Google 

Scholar, clinicaltrails.gov). We examined the main electronic databases. Due to the nature of the review, all 

kinds of studies were included, including descriptive studies, surveys, reviews, commentaries, and editorials. 

In the current research, the recommended methodology was employed to evaluate the risk of bias. The six 

distinct areas were addressed using the two-part tool. The studies' quality was assessed using the diagnostic 

accuracy study quality evaluation tool. 

Result: Four thousand two hundred twenty six subjects participated in a total of 14 studies that evaluated 

diagnostic accuracy using smart watches. The overall sensitivity of 91.80% was found in the 14 studies and 

the average accuracy of the 96.11% was found in the 7 studies reports as well as the remaining 7 studies are 

not stated.  

Conclusion: This review determined that smart watch technology currently has a high diagnostic accuracy 

for early detecting the stroke in patients with CVD as well as the cardiac arrhythmias. 
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BACKGROUND:  
The World Health Report 2002 [1] predicted that 

by 2020, CVD would be the leading cause of 

death and impairment in India. In India, it is the 

primary cause of mortality, coming in first place 

among the top five. (Rural vs. urban, 

economically backward vs. developed states, 

males vs. women and all stages vs. middle age) 

[2]. By 2015, CVDs, which have grown at a 9.2 % 

annual rate since 2000, are anticipated to be the 

chronic ailment with the fastest rate of growth [3]. 

 

The leading cause of mortality worldwide is 

CVDs, which account for 17.9 million deaths 

annually. In 2019, it was determined that 

hypertension was the primary factor in 65.5% of 

instances of cardiovascular disease (CVD), 

followed by ischemic heart disease (11.4%), 

arrhythmias (6.5%), peripheral vascular disease 

(6.5%), and cerebrovascular disease or stroke 

(6.5%) (5.8%).  Heart failure, rheumatic heart 

disease (3.5%), atrial fibrillation along with atrial 

flutter as well as rheumatic heart disease (2.3%) 

(1.1%), hypertensive heart disease, coronary heart 

disease or cardiopathy (1.08%), cardiomyopathies 

(0.53%), and fetal cardiac disease (0.7%) are 

among the most common types of cardiovascular 

disease [4], [5]. Such outcomes illustrate how 

important it is to support initiatives for treating 
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and preventing hypertension in  decreasing  the 

prevalence of CVDs worldwide. 

 

Heart and blood vessel damage from CVDs can 

result in strokes, coronary disease, rheumatic and 

autoimmune illnesses. Eighty percent of CVD-

related deaths are caused by coronary heart 

disease along with stroke, and thirty-three percent 

of those deaths occur before the age of seventy 

[6]. In addition, poor eating habits that encourage 

obesity and overweight, such as an unbalanced 

diet and a high intake of salt, sugar, and fat, 

implicitly increase the risk of CVDs [7]. Increased 

workload, irregular sleeping patterns and an 

unhealthy lifestyle have all contributed to a 

decline in human health, particularly heart health 

[8]. According to the European Heart Journal [9].
 

CVD is the leading cause of death worldwide 

among people of all ages, accounting for more 

than 4 million deaths in Europe each year. 

However, due to rising healthcare costs, finding 

dependable and low-cost healthcare facilities has 

become increasingly difficult for ordinary people 

[10]. 

 

Avoiding early CVD-related detecting high-risk 

individuals and ensuring they receive the 

necessary care, to prevent deaths treatment. To 

provide CVD treatment, non-communicable 

diseases must be treated in all primary healthcare 

facilities. Everyone needs to receive treatment and 

counseling [7], [11]. 

AF is the most prevalent long-term heart rhythm 

disorder. Adults with arrhythmia, face a lifetime 

risk. It is present in 25% to 33% of individuals 

and is connected to death, dementia, stroke, and 

heart failure [12], [13]. The likelihood of stroke 

appears to be correlated with the intensity and 

length of AF. Therefore, a wearable consumer 

electronic gadget might offer a non-intrusive, 

economical long-term evaluation of the metrics 

[14]. 

Now that mobile devices and wearable sensors 

have been developed, it is feasible to monitor your 

health on a daily basis. The market for smart 

technology has reached over 450 million sales, 

and it is still expanding. These gadgets are now 

selling more than ever, with an annual growth rate 

of about 20% [13], [14]. The smart watch is one of 

these that have drawn a lot of attention because of 

its ability to function as a wristband-style 

continuous pulse measuring terminal. This device 

includes a photo plethysmograph (PPG), which is 

a photodetector that monitors blood volume 

changes in the microvasculature using infrared 

light-emitting diode optical sensors [15]. 

 

On the smart watch, pulse rate can be constantly 

and passively estimated using PPG. Each pulse 

signal gathered by PPG correlates to an R- wave 

on an electrocardiograph (ECG) [15]. 

If the R-wave in AF can be identified using PPG 

with high accuracy, it might be possible to 

identify AF based on pulse rate [16], [17]. A PPG-

based algorithm for identifying AF would 

therefore be a strong substitute for the current 

(ECG)-based monitoring, which has drawbacks, 

especially in patients with asymptomatic 

paroxysmal AF [18], [19]. 

 

Early and prompt diagnosis is essential for a good 

prognosis of CVD and stroke, according to 

Qureshi et al.'s 2012 analysis. Numerous cardiac-

specific indicators were mentioned in this 

instance, including:  myoglobin, B-type natriuretic 

peptide (BNP), Cardiac Troponin I (cTnI), C-

reactive protein (CRP), Interleukins, and 

Interferons are a few other blood markers.  

There are multiple methods of detecting and 

recognising the aforementioned biomarkers, 

including acoustic (CMOS Si chips), 

electrochemical (potentiometric, amperometric, 

and impedimetric transducers), optical sensors 

(colorimetric, fluorescence, luminescence, surface 

plasma resonance, fiber optics, bio-optrodes), 

magnetic-based biosensors, and other biomarkers. 

Furthermore, for the clinical investigation patients 

follow their routine cardiac checkup using 

traditional methods such as echocardiograms, 

computerized tomography scans (CT scans), 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and nuclear 

myocardial perfusion scans were taken. These 

procedures necessitate the use of costly hardware 

and software and should be handled by hospital 

professionals. Furthermore, such clinical 

approaches are time-consuming, labor-intensive 

and patient-centered [20]. For regular 

examinations, given the gravity of the situation of 

the patients must go to the hospital, there has been 

a rise in the number of those who want to have a 

low-cost, long-term cardiac health monitoring 

system. 

 

In this review, we examine wearable technologies 

used to track biological factors related to CVD 

that are both commercial and noncommercial. 

According to the results of this research, 

commercial wearables frequently include smart 

wristbands, patches, and watches. These devices 

are used to measure things like blood oxygen 

saturation, heart rate, and electrocardiogram data. 

 

MAIN TEXT: 

Methodology: 
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Overview: 

The study was conducted and reported in 

compliance with the PRISMA (Preferred reporting 

items for systematic reviews) statement. 

 

Search Strategy: 

Using the databases from Google Scholar, 

Embase, MEDLINE, PubMed, Scopus, Web of 

Science, and the Cochrane Library, a 

comprehensive literature search was carried out. 

All articles published up to 2022 were considered 

for this study, covering CVD, stroke detection 

associated with CVD, irregular pulses or atrial 

fibrillation, wearable electronic devices, 

smartwatches, wristbands, diagnosis alongside 

detection, and using the appropriate MeSH 

(Medical Subject Heading) terms and free text 

searches for all fields. A number of search 

keywords were used in the Cochrane library, 

including arrhythmia, cardiac or atrial fibrillation, 

irregular heartbeat, wearable devices, 

smartwatches, and wearable electronic devices. 

(Fig 1) 

 

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

Inclusion criteria: 

There are a number of studies that have been 

published or translated into English that show that 

smartwatches can detect strokes, and studies that 

also show diagnostic sensitivity and accuracy. 

 

Exclusion criteria: 

research without original data (such as review 

articles or letters); Studies without complete text; 

Studies older than 20 years. 

 

Study Quality assessment: 

The quality assessment of diagnostic accuracy 

investigations tool was used to assess the risk of 

bias in the comprised studies. This assessment 

allowed for a comprehensive assessment of the 

quality and risk of bias of the studies, allowing for 

a more confident interpretation of the results. Each 

domain's bias risk was categorized as low, high, or 

uncertain. 

 

Statistical analysis: 
The tool RevMan 5.4.1 was used to conduct the 

current research in accordance with the suggested 

methodology for determining the risk of bias in 

studies included in Cochrane Reviews (Higgins 

2011). 

 

RESULT: 

Study description: 

Initial searches for the current systematic review 

turned up 249 papers; the first 213 duplicate 

publications were eliminated. 204 additional items 

were screened and removed because some 

parameters were missing in search articles and 

also some articles were incomplete and irrelevant 

with present study. 103 full articles were assessed 

for the study. After performing complete 

screening and analyzed data a total 14 studies 

were included in this present systematic review. 

(Fig 1) The articles ranged in date from 2012 to 

2022.  

 

Our analysis includes 14 studies, including 9 

prospective studies, 2 observational studies, 1 

pilot cohort study, 1 multicenter prospective case 

control and 1 multinational, cohort study.  The 

overall sensitivity of 91.80% was found in 14 

studies [7], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], 

[28], [29], [30], [31], [32] and [33]. The average 

accuracy was about 96.11% was found in the 7 

studies
 

[21], [22], [23], [28], [29], [30], [32]
 

descriptions as well as the remaining 7 studies 

were not stated. (Table 1) 

 

Quality assessment: 

The risk of bias for RCTs was assessed using the 

Cochrane cooperation instrument and the RevMan 

program.  The risk assessment categories were 

rated as high, uncertain, or low risk depending on 

the presence of selection bias (random sequence 

generation and allocation concealment), 

performance bias (blinding), detection bias 

(assessor blinding), attrition bias (incomplete 

outcome data), and reporting bias. (Selective 

reporting). As a result, each study's overall risk 

was categorized as low, moderate, or high risk 

based on the domains and parameters.  The risk of 

bias evaluation for the 16 studies that were 

included was displayed in (Fig 2). All trials had 

significant methodological flaws for at least one 

bias area. Inadequate or nonexistent 

randomization (high risk in 17.85% of the trials), 

outcome assessor blinding (missing in 53.57% of 

the trials), and (unclear risk 28.57%) were the 

most problematic areas. (Fig 2,3) The two 

evaluators' reliability was strong, with a high 

kappa coefficient (k> 0.63). 

 

 

 

Study characteristics: 

The papers included in this systematic evaluation 

were all published between 2012 and 2022. The 

trials' primary results metric was the identification 

of stroke in patients with CVD. Six studies used 

Apple watches, four used Samsung smartwatches, 

and the final three used Huawei, Huami (amazfit 

health bands) and Empatica E4 smartwatches. The 
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wristband for the Wavelet research was used. 

Three different Huawei smartwatch models had 

been used in one research to assess the diagnostic 

accuracy.31 In total, 4,226 subjects participated in 

the research that evaluated diagnostic accuracy 

using smartwatches. (Table 1) 

 

 

 
Fig 1. Diagram of the PRISMA process for a novel systematic review that only searched databases and 

registers. 

 

 
Fig 2: Review authors' assessments of each risk of bias item are represented as percentages across all 

included studies in the risk of bias graph. 
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Fig 3: Review authors' assessments of each risk of bias item for each included research to summarize the risk 

of bias. 
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Caillol et al (2021) 21 Prospective Apple watch Research PPG 

AF, atrial flutter 

brady arrhythmias, 

and tachyarrhythmias 

96% NS 256 

Han et al(2020) 22 Prospective Samsung Gear S3 Research PPG 

premature atrial 

contraction or  

ventricular 

contraction 

67% 92% 2 

Selder et al (2020)23 

Observational, 

prospective 

cohort 

Wavelet wristband Research PPG AF detection 100% 97% 60 

Seshadri et al 

(2020) 24 
Prospective Apple watch Research PPG AF detection 96% NS 50 

Rajakariar et al 

(2020) 25 

Prospective, 

multicenter 

validation 

Apple watch Research PPG AF detection 94.4% NS 200 

Chen et al (2020) 26 Prospective 
Amazfit Health 

Band 1S (Huami) 
Research PPG AF detection 96.67% 97.51% 401 

Valiaho et al 

(2019) 27 

Multicenter 

prospective 

case control 

Empatica E4 Research PPG AF detection 96.2%/95.3% NS 
213 

 

Wasserlauf et al 

(2019)7 
Prospective Apple watch Research PPG AF detection 83.3% NS 24 

Bashar et al (2019) 28 Prospective Samsung Simband Research PPG AF detection 96.15% 97.11% 20 

Dorr et al (2019) 29 

Prospective, 

two cen-ter, 

case-control 

Samsung GearFit 2 Research 
PPG 

 
AF detection 93.7% 96.1% 

508 

 

Ding et al (2019) 30 Observational Samsung Simband 2 Research 
PPG 

 
AF detection 98.2% 98.1% 40 

Zhang et al (2019) 31 Pilot, cohort 

Huawei Watch GT, The 

Honor Watch (Huawei) 

and The Honor Band4 

(Huawei) 

Real life PPG AF detection 100% NS 
263,263 

and 209 

Tison et al (2018) 32 
Multinational, 

cohort 
Apple watch Research PPG AF detection 67.7% 95% 1617 

Bumgarner et al 

(2018)33 

Prospective, 

nonrandomized, 
Apple watch Research NS AF detection 100% NS 100 
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adjudicator 

blinded 

Short key: PPG- photoplethysmography, AF- atrial fibrillation, NS- Not stated. 

Table 1: characteristics of the trials that were included in the detection of stroke in CVD patients. 

 

DISCUSSION: 

The diagnostic efficacy of smartwatches for all 

CVD has only recently been examined in this 

study. We have shown that it is feasible to identify 

heart stroke in CVD patients using currently 

accessible commercial technology. It is possible to 

obtain diagnostic accuracy for CVD in readily 

available smartwatches. This digital system's total 

sensitivity and accuracy were 91.80% and 

96.11%, respectively. The goal of this study is to 

examine the diagnostic effectiveness of 

smartwatches in the early detection of stroke in 

individuals with CVD.  The findings indicate that 

there are currently very few studies examining 

PPG technology on smartwatches and their 

capacity to identify arrhythmias other than AF. 

The findings of the current systematic review 

corroborate with those of Nazarian et al. (2021), 

who discovered that it is feasible to diagnose 

cardiac arrhythmias with a high degree of 

diagnostic accuracy using commonly available 

smartwatches. These digital systems' total 

sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were 100%, 

95% and 97%, respectively. They identify how the 

area of digital disease detection is developing. 

Their study demonstrates that cardiac arrhythmias 

can be detected with good diagnostic precision by 

smartwatch technology. In the field of screening, 

the cutting-edge push of digital health devices has 

continued to gain momentum; this suggests that 

accurate evidence accumulation and regulatory 

standards ready to accept their introduction are 

crucial processes [34].
 

According to Xian et al. (2017), individuals with 

atrial fibrillation who experienced an acute 

ischemic stroke frequently received insufficient 

therapeutic anticoagulation. A reduced chance of 

moderate or severe stroke and a lower risk of 

hospital death were both linked to therapeutic 

anticoagulation. This research supports our 

conclusions [35]. 

The author of this study of smartwatch-based AF 

detection in patients with CVD secondary to 

stroke revealed that although patients generally 

found the pulse watch (smartwatch) system to be 

simple to use due to its passivity, a more focused 

approach on the specification of use needs to be 

made.  

This is supported by other studies that 

demonstrate how easy wrist-based activity 

trackers are for older adults to use. The device can 

give accurate information to the caretaker as well 

as the physician without the need of active 

interaction in the older individuals [36].
 

According to Patel et al. (2017), an individual 

was successfully diagnosed with AF as the most 

probable cause of their stroke following a 

thorough negative workup. The patient's consumer 

wearable digital device reminded them to record 

ECG signals, which their electrophysiologist 

subsequently verified. The patient received 

anticoagulation to stop further strokes, so internal 

loop recorders (ILR) were not necessary. As these 

devices are more user-friendly and accessible to 

patients than conventional ECG monitoring 

devices, future research should examine their use 

in patients who are at a greater risk of having AF 

or whose management would change if they were 

diagnosed with AF [37]. 

An AFSW (accuracy of an AF-sensing watch) is 

more sensitive for identifying AF and gauging AF 

duration in an ambulatory population, according 

to Wasserlauf et al. (2019), when compared to an 

ICM (Insertable cardiac monitor). These gadgets 

might be a non-invasive, inexpensive substitute. 

Approach to AFSW (Long-Term AF Surveillance 

and Management) Accuracy of an AF-sensing 

timepiece [7].
  

Biosensors have achieved significant advances in 

early detection of various diseases including CVD 

and stroke by developing biosensors which 

captures and store information i.e. accessible free 

for the prediction of CVD
,
s; these biosensors 

enabled with (artificial intelligence) AI captures 

real time vital sign such as:
 

1. Blood pressure 

2. ECG 

3. Body slash temperature 

4. Respiratory rate  

5. oxygen saturation 

 

Any derangements in the above parameters send 

an alarm that requires medical intervention [38]. 
 
 

This study serves as an example of how digital 

disease detection is developing. Smartwatch 

technology currently has a good diagnostic 

accuracy for the identification of cardiac 

arrhythmias. 

 

CONCLUSION:  

This review determined that smartwatch 

technology currently has a high diagnostic 

accuracy for detecting the stroke in patients with 

CVD as well as in cardiac arrhythmias. The 

review summarized digital smartwatches to be 
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effective, feasible, cost efficient and patient 

comfortable modalities to be used in early 

detection of CVD and stokes; even before the 

person becomes symptomatic with the growing 

prevalence of strokes in apparently healthy and 

young individuals this simple day to day used 

digital technology can have its best use to monitor 

changes in cardiac rhythms that can potentially 

save a life. 
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ABBREVIATION-  

1. CVD- Cardiovascular disease 

2. AF- Atrial fribrillation  

3. PPG- Photo plethysmograph 

4. ECG- Electrograph 

5. BNP- B-type natriuretic peptide 

6. CTn I- Cardiac Troponin I  

7. CRP- C-reactive protein 
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8. CT Scans- Computerized tomography scans 

9. MRI- Magnetic resonance imaging 

10. PRISMA- Preferred Reporting Items for 

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses  

11. MeSH – Medical subject heading 

12. ICM - Insertable cardiac monitor 

 


